The Vine and Olive Colony:
A Cutting Of Napoleon’s Empire
Grafted Onto American Stock

General Count Charles LefebvreDesnouettes, leader of the
Napoleonic exiles at “Eagleville” in the “state of Marengo”,
Alabama, USA

an oldfashionedhistoryTM by Bill Kitchens
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The French might well be forgiven letting their fancies escape the
grinding reality of Napoleon's defeat and the restoration of the
widely (though not universally) hated Bourbon Monarchy. Paris
periodicals and artists' imaginations fed the escapist hunger with
fantastic scenes of a far away wilderness paradise where exiled
heroes of the Grand Armee labored alongside poets and scholars
building a new world on the ideals of Rosseau and the French
Revolution; while fair ladies, who would grace an emperor's court,
ministered tenderly to their needs.
Cynics no doubt scoffed at the very idea, but such a place did exist
– well, sort of. Perhaps the papers hadn't gotten all the details
quite right, that happens now and then.
It wasn't the "state of Marengo", it was the state of Alabama. But
there were scores of soldiers and renowned officers, and poets and
scholars, among others of all ranks and occupations. There was an
aura, at least, of liberty, equality, and fraternity. And, God knows,
there was wilderness, and there was labor.
There were even fair ladies, who had once graced the Emperor
Napoleon's court, now going about in their silk ball gowns and satin
slippers tending to their menfolk and their children, and their
chickens, cattle, and hogs.
It was a strange, incongruous scene there on the banks of the
Tombigbee River. The settlers at the Vine and Olive Colony had
come rather unprepared, naive even; they'd been caught up in the
eye of a storm and driven up this wild American river suddenly and
unexpectedly. The storm can be summed up in a word  Waterloo.
But Waterloo was behind them now, they had come "...eager to find
in republican America an arcadian home, where they might forget
the fierce conflicts in which they had followed the Man of Destiny,
and find in the peace and quiet of rural pursuits a solace for
disappointed hopes and ambitions", as Thomas Chalmers
McCorvey, a historian of a more eloquent era so beautifully
explained. Of course, that was only one opinion. Other, less
charitable, observers suspected they were – well, that can wait.
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A brief history of the Napoleonic Empire:
The French Revolution broke out in Paris in
1787; that eventuated in a radical atheist
revolutionary government, civil war with
Catholic Royalists, and war with a coalition
of European states supporting the Royalists
to restore the monarchy. In that turmoil, an
obscure low ranking officer began his rise to
power – Napoleon Bonaparte.
He was brutal to the Royalist counterrevolutionaries and brilliant
in battle with the First Coalition invaders and eventually was put
in command of the entire Army of the Republic. In the famous
painting above, Napoleon crosses the Alps to Italy in his precedent
setting act of bringing the war to the Coalition.
Soon thereafter, in 1799, declaring himself
First Consul, he overthrew the radical
government, ending the Reign of Terror,
making peace with the Catholic Church,
and establishing religious freedom.

But the war with the foreign
coalition continued, and led to
even more brilliant victories as
he began to dominate Europe.
The Battle of Marengo (left) in
1800 was an especially great
victory over Austria.
In 1804, in the presence of the
Pope, and with his tacit blessing,
Napoleon crowned himself
Emperor of France.
Then began another series of wars
to expand and solidify a continental
empire.
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More Coalitions of the Austrians,
Germans, Russians and others –
the Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth;
more great victories for the new
Emperor – Austerlitz, Jenna,
Wagram, too many to name, until
an aura of invincibility
enshrouded him.

Then, in 1812, Napoleon and his Grand Armee crossed the Neman
River into Russia.

When he returned in 1813, it was to
a new world: a Sixth Coalition,
defeat at Leipzig, exile to Elba,
escape back to France, defeat at
Waterloo, captivity in St. Helena,
and death (probably by poisoning).
For France, it meant restoration of
the monarchy and rooting out of
Bonapartists.
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General Count Charles LefebvreDesnouettes, hero of the battles of
Marengo, Austerlitz, Sargasso, Commander of the Legion of Honor
had seemed destined for greatness. Napoleon had taken the young
Desnouettes under his wing, even marrying him off to the sister of
the famous financier Jaques LaFitte.
But the curtain was falling on the Napoleonic
era. It was Desnouettes (r) who shared the
Emperor's carriage on the long, disastrous
retreat from Moscow. It was Desnouettes
whom the now abdicated emperor hugged "for
them all" on bidding farewell to the Old Guard
on his way to Elba. And it was Desnouettes,
along with the fanatically loyal brothers, Generals Charles and
Henri L'Allemand and a few others who conspired to rescue their
Emperor from his prison kingdom on the little rock in the
Mediterranean, Elba, and restore him to power.
Colonel Nicholas Raoul accompanied Napoleon to Elba, then led his
vanguard on the return. Raoul broke the armed standoff with
troops sent to arrest the erstwhile emperor. "The Emperor is
advancing", he called out, "If you fire, he will be the first to fall and
you will answer to France." With that, and the sight of Bonaparte,
the troops broke ranks and came over to him, some hugging him,
crying and confessing their guns hadn't been loaded. So it went all
the way to Paris; the Bourbon standard ditched, and Napoleon's
Eagle brought out of hiding.
But Napoleon's triumph was shortlived, only a hundred days and
the still crippled Grand Army was crushed by the allies at
Waterloo. Now the Bourbons returned, with a vengeance. Napoleon
stashed his fortune with LaFitte and sought a ship to spirit him
away to America. Napoleon never made good his escape though.
Accompanied by Charles L'Allemand, he was forced to surrender to
the British or fall into the hands of the Bourbon king, Louis XVIII.
Meanwhile, the "White Terror" had started in France. Paris
newspapers estimated that as many as 30,000 Bonapartists now
fled to America. Some of them, with Desnouettes heading the list,
were tried in absentia and sentenced to death.
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But Desnouettes, commander of the Imperial Guard at Waterloo,
had shaved off his famous cavalryman's mustache and slipped
away posing as a traveling salesman. Countess Desnouettes and
the children had planned to join him as soon as possible.
Col. Raoul fled with his wife, the Marchioness (Marquise) of
Sinabaldi, and their two sons. So did General Rigaud, and stubborn
General Count Bertran Clausel, who had refused to surrender
when Waterloo was lost. Colonel Jean Jerome Cluis former
custodian of the captive Spanish king, Ferdinand VII, also found it
advisable to leave Europe.
America, always the universal refuge, has seen some strange
neighbors. The French made "The City of Brotherly Love" the hub
of their exile. A place had been prepared near there for the
overthrown French king Louis XVI, but like Napoleon, he never
made it to Philadelphia. Napoleon's brother Joseph, king of Spain
at the point of French bayonets, spent the remainder of his life in
peaceful exile there. Talleyrand, statesman extraordinaire, served
a stretch in a Philadelphia boarding house when he fell out with
the Emperor he'd connived to create.
Waves of royalists, then republicans fled first the Revolution, then
the Empire. Of these, many had sought first to settle in Haiti, only
to be driven out by the slave insurrections. Now they too were in
Philadelphia, and prospering. Putting old enmities aside, these
earlier arrivals opened up their hearts, and their pocket books, to
the latest wave of refugees, the Bonapartists.
These exiles, the creme of the officer corps, the civil service and the
intelligensia, were not the type to long mourn their ill fortune.
After a round of parties in their honor (foreign celebrities you
know), they set to work on a plan  lobbying Congress and
President Monroe for a large land grant to develop a wine and olive
industry on the American frontier. A company was organized, the
"Society for the Cultivation of the Vine and Olive", and General
Baron Charles Antoine L'Allemand, now paroled by the British,
was elected President. Scouts were sent out to locate suitable sites,
and a public relations campaign was launched touting the economic
benefits of such an enterprise, as well as the noble democratic
ideals of the exiles.
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Skeptics pointed out that these “celebrities” were not of the
hereditary aristocracy, but derived their titles (Count, etc.) from
Napoleon’s plunder – and they were now worthless.
That may have made them even more popular in democratic
America. The charming LefebvreDesnouettes proved to be a hit on
the dinner circuit with such pretty speeches as this toast "To the
generous citizens of the United States  every unfortunate stranger
finds here a family and brothers."
Still, Joseph Lakanal was probably their most effective lobbyist,
and probably the originator of the plan. Lakanal, who had come to
America armed with letters of introduction from the Marquis de
Lafayette to Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, and Henry Clay, was a
scholar and Napoleon's Minister of Education. He had also been a
member of the National Convention during the French Revolution
and had voted for the execution of Louis XVI.
America was generally sympathetic to the refugees and tended
toward generosity. Also, President Monroe was anxious to develop
the lands just acquired from the Creeks in the Treaty of Fort
Jackson. An agreement in principle was reached whereby the
Company would be granted four townships, 92,160 acres of land, at
the confluence of the Tombigbee and Warrior Rivers in the
Alabama Territory. The terms were very generous; they would
purchase the land for two dollars an acre, payable in 14 years with
no interest. Certain other conditions remained to be negotiated;
but, anxious to get started, colonists set sail for Mobile.
In midsummer of 1817 the vanguard of colonists, led by Colonel
Raoul, arrived by flatboat at their destination some two hundred
miles upriver from Mobile.
It was a place long known to the
French as "Ecor Blanc" (White
Bluff), where the chalk bluffs
broke through the mat of forest
and canebrake to tower above the
narrow Tombigbee River.
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Wherever they looked, these pilgrims in search of a promised land
saw only wilderness, complete with giant alligators, bears and
panthers, and strange bird calls in the night (which Madame Raoul
mistook for some hussy calling her husband to a midnight
assignation).
Across the river, on the west bank, lay Choctaw territory. The
nearest white settlement was miles upstream where the Choctaw
Indian Factor had built a trading post on the ruins of the old
French Fort Tombeckbee. There was nothing for it now but to dig in
and scratch out an existence like other pioneers before and since.
General Desnouettes arrived shortly with another group, and a
settlement, now numbering a few hundred souls, began taking
shape.
Beyond certain inescapable similarities between all American
frontier settlements, the settlement at White Bluff presented quite
a unique picture. Mrs. Sylvanie Bayol, who came to the colony as a
child, wrote a little of what she had heard of that beginning. "He
[Col. Cluis] brought with him to Alabama his beautiful young wife,
who used to tell of trying experiences when they first came. They
had no servants, although they had never known what it was like to
attend to domestic affairs, yet she learned to cook and milk the
cows. She had no plain working clothes and so was compelled to
wear her handsome silks and satins to drudge in."
Such was the case with most of the ladies of the colony  Madame
Raoul, Madame Descourts, Countess Clausel, Madame Luciani,
wife of Napoleon's cousin Pasqual Luciani, and so on. But they
coped. Countess Desnouettes tarried in France, where she raised
money for the colony, and worked for her husband's pardon.
The men were somewhat better prepared for their lot, at least for
hunting. And the soldiers' elaborate uniforms were not wholly
unsuited for hewing logs and clearing land.
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Being French, it could be expected that
even military uniforms should make a
fashion statement – as this period
catalog of uniforms for each rank and
branch of the Grand Armee shows, and
this only a small sampling of dozens.

It was at night though, when the unique
character of this settlement shone. Here
were a people accustomed to the good life
and not about to give up that life easily.
In the evenings out came the musical
instruments, the crystal, silver, and the
fine wines which they'd so carefully packed into the wilderness, in
lieu of more practical goods.
The soft chalk of the bluff was leveled and smoothed for a dance
floor, a huge oak stump serving as a table, and there was music,
laughter, dashing officers in dress uniform dancing in the round
with elegantly attired ladies. It was almost as if the grand Imperial
balls had never ceased; and Madame Raoul, it was said, was the
belle of those balls as she had been in that other world.
"I have often thought how romantic it must have been, out there on
this bluff under the stars and close to the silent river across which
lived the 'forest primeval' where lurked the savage indian." mused a
grandson of the colonists (quoted in Winston Smith's Days of Exile).
Despite the hardships, that first year at White Bluff went fairly
well. The Indians turned out to be anything but savage. The Creek
“Red Sticks” were gone from the area, and the Choctaws, under
Chief Pushmataha, had sided with the Americans in the War of
1812. They took it upon themselves to supply the French with meat
and vegetables, and teach them how to hunt, clear land and
garden.
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With most of their supplies coming up from Mobile or from the
Choctaws, and not yet being much concerned with the object of
their venture, the colonists had ample time for their amusements,
and for philosophy. In the warm glow of liberty, fraternity, and
equality, the colonists named their new town Demopolis, "City of
the People". They even wrote Thomas Jefferson requesting that he
suggest a suitably ennobling code of laws for their "Demopolis".
Jefferson politely but pointedly reminded the French exiles that
they were not a nation unto themselves, but were subject first to
other legal jurisdictions. That reality broke hard and fast on
Demopolis.

At about the time the first colonists had set out for White Bluff a
second group of exiles had set out for another destination. The
second group established what was commonly described as a
"military encampment", Champ d'Asile (Field of Refuge), on the
Trinity River near Galveston, an area in dispute between Spain
and the US.
Reports began filtering back to Washington that Champ d'Asile
was part of a plot to seize territory from Spain and establish a
"Napoleonic Confederation", a plot to be financed in part by land
speculation on the Alabama grant. The French Ambassador
claimed to have documents by Lakanal setting out plans for this
"Napoleonic Confederation" in Mexico and South America.
American public opinion quickly turned against the exiles and
Monroe was livid. All heads of state, particularly Simon de Bolivar,
were alarmed at the prospect of Bonaparte escaping his
imprisonment on St. Helena and beginning his bloody conquests all
over again in the new world. No matter how much the company's
officers pleaded that farming, not profiteering was their goal,
Monroe remained skeptical. Conditions were piled on the grant to
ensure there would be no speculation on America's generosity.
The first of those conditions hit home about a year after Raoul's
group arrived at White Bluff. Government surveyors found that
Demopolis was located just outside the grant.
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Under the condition that the land be in four "contiguous"
townships, there could be no substitution or relocation of the
boundaries. Appeals for relief fell on deaf ears in Washington, and
the Demopolis site, in what was to become a major scandal, was
sold to an American company for 52 dollars an acre.
Begrudgingly but peacefully, the colonists moved to a site on the
Warrior River and started over. This time they called their town
Aigleville (Eagleville). Here Desnouettes built two cabins, one for
himself and one for his Emperor, or at least his bronze bust,
surrounded by flags, guns and other memorabilia of the glory days.
The French Tricolor fluttered above this "Shrine to Napoleon",
perhaps in defiance of that America which had taken their
"Demopolis".
In his "Reminiscences" George Gaines, the Indian Agent, recalled
an incident which shows the "Shrine" was not the Emperor's alone.
He was being put up for the night in the "Shrine" when
Desnouettes showed him a silver mounted traveling case, a gift
from Napoleon, with a secret compartment. "My attention was
attracted to the miniature of a beautiful woman", Gaines wrote,
"and I took it out to examine. 'This is the picture of my wife' said the
general. Something in the voice caused me to look at him
attentively. I noticed his eyes were full of unshed tears. I returned
the miniature to the drawer, the case was closed and he bid me
goodnight."
By 1819 France was remembering its exiles fondly with all manner
of romanticized publicity, and the colony still had its boosters in
Philadelphia too, leading to an upsurge in immigration. A large
group of the Haitian refugees came to Aigleville in 1820, including
the six year old Sylvanie Bayol. They were considerably better
prepared for life on the frontier than the Bonapartists, in all
respects. They brought with them prefabricated houses, but more
importantly they came as Americans determined to stay, not as
French exiles longing for home.
Others too were intrigued by the image of this idyllic Aigleville.
Among the settlers at this time was Spanish General Juan Rico,
who had opposed General Desnouettes at Sargasso.
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He had also opposed the restoration of the Spanish monarchy, so
now he found himself, like Desnouettes, an exile. Needless to say,
old battles were revisited around the dinner table at Aigleville.
Good press and new blood notwithstanding though, things did not
go well at Aigleville. It was low and prone to flooding, and disease.
In fact the whole place was ill chosen. Neither the soil nor the
climate were right for grape and olive growing. There was always a
shortage of skilled labor, and as Aigleville was at the extreme end
of the grant, the French had to expend a lot of time and energy
building a lengthy road and operating a ferry across Big Prairie
Creek.
Meanwhile, with Demopolis opened up, other settlers poured in,
even onto the exiles' grant. The French, clustered together in their
town, could not protect their holdings from the squatters. And with
the new state of Alabama booming, the price of supplies was
skyrocketing. Some of the colonists had to survive on their
vegetable gardens. Others had to take outside employment or leave
the colony.
General Clausel repaired to Mobile where he was reduced to
peddling vegetables from a pushcart. Colonel Cluis and his wife
took to running an inn in a nearby boom town. Colonel Raoul took
over the ferry. Madame Raoul sold homemade ginger cakes and
persimmon beer to the customers, and sometimes, when her
husband was away, she polled the ferry boat. Nothing is known of
her culinary skills, but her singing was quite a sensation.
Then too , dissension over the "Napoleonic Confederation" split the
colony. The L'Allemands and Rigaud struck out for Champ d'Asile.
What role Desnouettes, always the de facto head of the colony,
played in any speculation conspiracy is unclear. Perhaps he was
tired of the "Man of Destiny" and wanted that quiet life McCorvey
described, or perhaps he was just more circumspect than
L'Allemand, awaiting the right time to act.
Napoleon's untimely death in 1821 (probably by poisoning)
rendered moot all such questions anyway. But it hit Aigleville hard,
destroying it's very raison d' tre in some eyes.
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Furthermore, several of the colony's leaders were bequeathed large
sums by Napoleon. Desnouettes received the most, 150,000 Franks.
More importantly, with Bonaparte's shadow gone from France, the
way back home began to brighten.
Aigleville began to dissolve as the colonists made their hard
choices. General Desnouettes, through his wife's efforts, was
granted permission to settle in Brussels. His ship sank off Ireland
though, and he never made it back to his family.
Charles L'Allemand and Gen. Clausel each received 100,00 Franks
from their Emperor, and after the final overthrow of the Bourbons
in 1830, they returned home to prominence. Lakanal moved to
Mobile for a few years before returning home, all the while
grousing that "his plan" had been bungled by the others.
The Raouls too, eventually returned to France where he became
Governor of Toulon and enjoyed regaling skeptical friends with
stories of life on the frontier. Others remained in America, but like
the Cluises, moved to Mobile or other cities and took up commercial
or professional lives. The Luciani's moved to Montgomery. It was
Pasqual Luciani's daughter who suggested the band play "Dixie" at
Jefferson Davis' inauguration.
Most of the colonists, particularly those who had come by way of
Haiti, settled down on their land, forming little farming
communities, and continuing to struggle. The great drought of 1827
finished off the grapes, but by then the colonists were already
turning to cotton, and to slavery. Over the next few years, the
remaining exiles and their descendants were absorbed into the
Black Belt plantation society.
Little remains to mark the
passing of the Vine and Olive
Colony  some artifacts in the
Museum of Archives and History
in Montgomery, a small but
interesting collection of
memorabilia at Bluff Hall (r), an
antebellum home in Demopolis
overlooking the site of the impromptu ballroom.
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And the names. Demopolis of course, with Desnouettes Street.
Marengo County, with its seat of Linden (after Hohenlinden) both
named for great Napoleonic victories, the only victories of
Napoleon's forces in Alabama. Oh yes, and an old John Wayne
movie, The Fighting Kentuckian, in which the "Duke" whips the
evil land grabbers, wins the beautiful daughter of a French general,
and they all live happily ever after. Too bad reality doesn't always
follow the script.
Bill Kitchens
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